
Free online at  www.enhanceliteracy.com

Anchor chart activity templates – and
lessons to introduce key strategies

Pacing options – to suit a wide range
of programme length or intensity

Easy to print teacher assessment and
student self-assessment sheets

Modelled Reading Kit Fluency Kit$400ea $400ea

The Modeled Reading Kit supports deep comprehension,

explicit strategies instruction, and meaningful learning

conversations.

The Fluency Kit blends both comprehension and

targeted fluency practice of 4 areas, supported by a fluent

audio model for each text. 

60  texts from L–V for Modelled Reading

60  student writing templates for after reading

60 discussion-based modelled reading lesson plans

Explicit teaching of six comprehension strategies

Extensive teacher's guide support (30+ pages)

Each text has an online digital text with annotation tools.

Assessment sheets

60 texts from L–V for Fluency

60 student graphic organisers for after reading

60 fluency lesson plans with fluency activity

Explicit teaching of six comprehension strategies

Practice of four fluency areas

Extensive teacher's guide support (30+ pages)

Each text has a downloadable audio track

Assessment sheets

1 x Lessons for Teachers Book

1 x Texts for Teachers Book

8 x Student Activity Books 

Free access to online digital texts portal

Kit includes:

[1:1, consumable]

1 x Lessons for Teachers Book

8 x Student Activity Books 

Free access to online audio texts portal

Kit includes:

[1:1, consumable]

Comprehension, fluency and language development.

Enhance Literacy is a two-part programme designed to boost your students' literacy progress.
 

The kits support teachers to teach explicit comprehension and fluency strategies, hold meaningful discussions

about the text, and help struggling readers and ELL students develop strong language skills.
 

All of the texts in each kit are high-interest, cross-curricular, and have incredible opportunities for language

development. Texts can be taught strategy-by-strategy, or gradually from level L to level V.
 

Enhance Literacy includes digital scaffolds for 21st century learning, but instruction can be entirely offline.
 

The kits work best when used simultaneously, but can be used alone. Order both for the special price of $600.


